Narrow Band Imaging – From Technological Progress to Superior Urothelial Cancer Diagnostic
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) still represents an important health care problem in modern urology, as it is marked by the low accuracy endoscopic diagnosis and high recurrence rates characterizing the standard white light cystoscopy (WLC) assessment.

REZUMAT

Introducere: Cancerul vezical non–invaziv muscular (NMIBC) continuă să reprezinte o importantă problemă de sănătate în urologia modernă, fiind marcat de un diagnostic endoscopic de slabă acuratețe și, în același timp, caracterizat de rate ridicate de recurență la cistoscopia standard, în lumină albă (WLC). Dezvoltare tehnologică: Pornind de la astronomie către gastroenterologie, tehnologia narrow band imaging (NBI) s-a dezvoltat ca o metodă de diagnostic optic viabilă. Principiul vizualizării în bande de undă înguste a găzduit aplicabilitate atât la telescoape cât și în detecția cancerului gastrointestinal. Utilizarea în urologie: În practica urologică, cistoscopia în modul NBI s-a dovedit a oferi o vizualizare superioară a arhitecturii vasculare a leziunilor neoplazice, subliniind contrastul cu uroteliul normal. Pe de altă parte, tumorile papilare plate sau de mici dimensiuni, omise la cistoscopia standard au fost descoperite și rezecate numai datorită tehnologiei NBI.

Rezultate clinice: Numeroase studii clinice au confirmat rate de detecție superioară folosind metoda NBI comparativ cu cistoscopia în lumină albă. O proporție semnificativă de leziuni pTa și CIS au fost omise de metoda standard și evidențiate exclusiv de NBI. Premizele pentru impactul favorabil în tratamentul NMIBC și recurențele tumorale scăzute au fost deja dovedite.

Concluzii: Cistoscopia în NBI a crescut detectoria cancerului vezical și a generat o rețecție mai extinsă a tumorilor vezicale. Viitoare studii sunt necesare pentru a dovedi, pe termen lung, viabilitatea metodei.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Bladder cancer represents the most common malignancy of the urinary tract and the 7th most frequent cancer in men and 17th in women. The prevalence of this malignancy varies between regions and countries. In Europe for example, the highest age-standardized incidence rate has been reported in Spain and the lowest in Finland (1). In the United States, the incidence and mortality due to bladder cancer is also high (more than 60,000 new cases and up to 13,000 deaths annually) (2). Therefore, in the last decades, it has been noticed an increased prevalence of bladder cancer, probably caused by tobacco abuse, industrial carcinogens risk factors and overall aging process of the population (3).

75-85% of all newly diagnosed bladder tumors is represented by non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC), a multifocal disease, that includes stages pTa, pT1 and carcinoma in situ (CIS) (4). Furthermore, this pathology has a high recurrence rate within the first 5 years after the initial diagnosis (5), despite the recent technological advances (6).

Because standard white light cystoscopy (WLC) cannot properly visualize small papillary and CIS lesions, often a significant amount of residual tumors may be overlooked by the conventional transurethral resection (TURBT) (7). Consequently, an important number of methods have been developed over the past several years in an attempt to minimize recurrences and improve the NMIBC oncologic outcome (8). Among these investigation alternatives, narrow band imaging (NBI) cystoscopy has become increasingly popular among urologists worldwide as it gained a growing acknowledgement as part of the consecrated NMIBC diagnostic armamentarium (9).

**NBI technological development - from astronomy to medical use**

Nowadays, a new method, usually utilized in astronomy, gained more interest in detecting even small tumor lesions – narrow banding. Abramo et al. showed that narrow band filters could detect with more accuracy quasars in sufficiently high number densities. In addition, this technique has the capacity to turn them into suitable tracers of large scale structure (10).

Another example proving the method efficiency was established by Anderson et al. study, in November 1999 (11). Narrow band images of Titan (taken with the Mount Wilson 2.54 m telescope using the NASA/GSFC-built Acousto-Optic Imaging Spectrometer) were used to explore the haze vertical structure in the planet’s lower atmosphere (11). These pictures were recorded at 5 wavelengths surrounding the 0.94 μm methane window and proved sensitive to a wide range of altitudes in Titan’s lower atmosphere (11).

While turning to potential medical uses, during live observations, it was noticed that the spectral composition of the reflected light is influenced by tissue structure and blood flow (12-14). The penetration depth of the incident photons depends on their wavelengths: superficial for the blue band, in...
depth for the red band and intermediate for the green band (the range in penetration distance varies between 0.15 and 0.30 mm).

From another perspective, hemoglobin represents the major factor for the absorption of visible light with a main peak in the blue part (415 nm) of the spectrum, explaining the red color of vessels (15). On the other hand, in NBI mode, vascular structures present a different color appearance (dark brown for capillary vessels and green for veins) comparing to normal mucosa (pink or white background) (16). Subjectively speaking, NBI technology has been determined to emphasize with increased accuracy the detailed vascular architecture of lesions, creating a three-dimensional image that contributes to correctly outline tumor limits (17).

A prototype narrow band imaging (NBI) system was developed in 1999 and its' efficacy for endoscopic application in the gastrointestinal tract was initially reported in 2001 by Sano et al. (18), but, using this method, Nakayoshi et al. were the first to report the blood vessel patterns of gastric cancer – “fine network pattern” for well differentiated adenocarcinoma and “corkscrew pattern” for poorly differentiated (19). Furthermore, NBI was also successfully applied to diagnose and investigate other gastroenterological diseases (20) – adenoma detection (by colonoscopy) (21) or Barrett’s esophagus (by endoscopy) (22).

Urological practice – motive and opportunity

In urological practice, NBI proved to be a cost loss and morbidity-free procedure in accurate detecting urothelial tumors (23). Additionally, no particular learning curve in determining the presence of bladder tumors was noticed (24).

The NBI visualization mode enhances the specific tissue contrast between malignant lesions and the normal urothelium but does not require exogenous contrast agents. The technique is based on a source that filters white light into 2 wavelengths (415 and 540 nm) (Fig. 1) which are particularly well absorbed by hemoglobin, thus substantially improving the contrast between capillaries and mucosa (Fig. 2). The ameliorated contrast helps differentiating the more vascularized malignant areas from the normal urothelium. When using NBI method, surgeon’s ability is highly important to correctly interpret visual changes of vasculature structure surrounding and inside the suspicious area (8).

The main advantages of NBI are represented by no special contraindications, the requirement of no instillation or disposable items, and the use for an unlimited number of times and no maximum duration for each procedure with minimal costs (related to the initial investment in the actual device – a software modification to the endoscope’s optical structures) (25).

Clinical outcomes – from promising to evidence based oncologic progress

In a study by Bryan et al., NBI flexible cystoscopy was performed in cases of known recurrences of bladder urothelial cancer after the initial flexible WLC has been already completed. NBI detected 15 additional lesions in 35% of the involved patients, thus confirming the significantly improved sensitivity over the conventional endoscopic evaluation (26).

Cauberg et al. conducted a prospective and comparison study including 103 consecutive procedures on 95 patients scheduled for re-TURBT or bladder biopsies (19). WLC and NBI cystoscopies were performed by different surgeons who indepen-
dently indicated all found tumors and suspect areas on a bladder diagram (19,27). In 35.9% of the cases, a total proportion of 17.3% additional tumors were detected by NBI alone, whereas only 1.8% of the existing lesions were singularly discovered during WLC in 2.9% (19,27). Ultimately, a significantly increased tumor detection rate was established for NBI when compared to WLC (94.7% versus 79.2%), at the cost of a higher rate of false-positive results (31.6% versus 24.5%) (19,27).

From another perspective, Herr et al. studied a cohort of 126 patients with recurrent low grade papillary bladder tumors which were followed every 6 months for a period of 3 years by classical WLC, and afterwards over the next 3 consecutive years by NBI cystoscopy. A total of 94% of the assessed cases displayed tumor recurrences during WLC by comparison to 62% while applying NBI cystoscopy. The mean number of white light discovered recurrent tumors was 5.2 and 2.8 subsequent to the NBI visualization, while the respective median recurrence-free survival times were 13 versus 29 months. Based on these data, the authors underlined the fact that the NBI evaluation protocol was associated with fewer patients having tumor recurrences, a reduced number of recurrent tumors as well as a longer recurrence-free survival time (28).

Further more on the path of clinical research, Naselli et al. analyzed the impact of NBI diagnostic modality concerning the 1 year NMIBC specific recurrence risk – 32.9% rate in the NBI and 51.4% in the WL group, respectively (23). The incidence of false-positive findings was 28% for NBI cystoscopy and 21% for WLC, respectively (23). The findings of the trial underlined the idea that the NBI assessment was able to provide additional diagnostic information. NBI exclusively emphasized 14.2% of additional tumors and established the presence of extended limits for another 8.5% of the existing lesions. Consequently, the tumor detection rate was found to improve by 22.7% when using the NBI mode. In light of the respective findings, the authors underlined NBI as a remarkably valuable diagnostic technology for UUT-TCC pathology, showing considerable improvement of tumor visual accuracy and detection rate. Additionally, a significantly superior delineation of the precise tumor limits became possible, thus enabling the urologist to achieve a complete laser vaporization treatment (17).

CONCLUSIONS

From astrology to gastroenterology, the basic principle of narrow bandwidths’ visualization took advantage from a certified acknowledgement towards technological progress. Further along the line of medical care, it could be concluded that NBI endoscopy constitutes a promising diagnostic tool in the modern endourological armamentarium.

In light of the above evidence based benefits of NBI vision, this type of cystoscopic evaluation was characterized by subjectively ameliorated tumoral visual differentiation and clinically certified superior detection rates. Furthermore, this technique improves oncologic prognosis and NBI guided TURBT constitutes an efficient treatment option comparing to the standard white light resection. Most certainly, extensive follow-up periods and well established trials remain absolutely essential while aiming to determine the rightful place of the
NBI modality as part of the urothelial cancer diagnostic and therapeutic management.
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